THE ORIGIN OF
ALL VALUES.
A symbiosis between responsibility and communication of the senses.

“The creation of a violin is, for me,
like the creation of an individual.“
Gregor Lange, violin maker

PHILOSOPHY
We humans determine the cycle of life at every moment through our

they become what makes us humans equally important – something

action. In the manufacturing of products we can honour our commit-

unique. The better we master the art, the more valuable and more

ment to the environment through sustainable processes.

durable goods we will create.

In addition to the conscientious handling of resources, this symbiosis has

For CARUS, these are key elements in the fabrication– a symphony

a further dimension: it is the force of our senses which we express in

between man and nature.

craftsmanship. Only our hands are able to give products feelings. In this
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A REMARKABLE INSTRUMENT
COMES INTO BEING.
Pure passion in manufacturing gives CARUS door communication
devices their noble face and their strong character.

“Time and again it is a
fascinating moment when a
CARUS device is finished
by hand”
Mark Duffner, Product Manager CARUS
PRODUCTION
Our CARUS devices are produced with the utmost care and great
attention to detail. We believe that it is precisely this ambition
that contributes to the fascination of the devices. CARUS devices
are made for a long life. Like sculptures, the components are
hewn from massive blocks. Each step of the high precision CNC
machines is permanently controlled under the watchful eye of
our staff. Prior to finishing, the surfaces are given their striking
structure by hand. In the final assembly, again all components
find together only by hand.
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CARUS TURNS YOU INTO THE CONDUCTOR
OF YOUR SPATIAL COMMUNICATION.
CARUS – the development of a personality. As individual as you.

... the art
of communication

			

A concert describes the harmony between conductor and musicians, who,
with their instruments, touch the senses and the heart of the audience.

Create and experience your own composition with CARUS.
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CARUS – A DUET OF
AESTHETICS & FUNCTION.
The amalgamation of material, form and function into
your perfect communication instrument.

DESIGN
Timeless aesthetics, high-quality materials, ergonomic operating
elements and the rigorous reduction to primary functions and
forms characterise the timeless and original design of CARUS
devices. CARUS harmonically incorporates clear lines and noble
surfaces into the different settings of your working and domestic
life. CARUS meets your individual demands and needs through a
variety of design, operation and equipment versions.

For Adapto

For Iris

For Adapto

For Adapto / Iris

Numerous international committees of experts have acknowledged
our sustainable design through various awards.
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CARUS INDOOR STATIONS

INDIVIDUAL LIKE INSTRUMENTS

Order number
Example:
CARUS ADAPTO hands-free videodevice
as table version in a champagne colour
Article number - colour
CAI2110-0152

Model

CARUS ADAPTO

CARUS ADAPTO

CARUS ADAPTO

CARUS ADAPTO

CARUS ADAPTO

CARUS ORIGO

CARUS TAVOLA

Type

Audio hands-free device

Audio hands-free device
with 10 function keys

Audio hands-free device
with 20 function keys

Video hands-free device
8.9 cm (3.5“) digital TFT

Video hands-free device
8.9 cm (3.5“) digital TFT with
10 function keys

Video hands-free device with
8.9 cm (3.5“) digital TFT

IP telephone with integrated
door communication and
touch-screen display (10.1“)

Wall mounting

CAI1000 163 x 101 x 16 mm

CAI1100 163 x 192 x 16 mm

CAI1200 163 x 285 x 16 mm

CAI2100 163 x 192 x 16 mm

CAI2200 163 x 284 x 16 mm

CAI2000 185 x 100 x 21 mm

Table device

CAI1010 156 x 101 x 160 mm

CAI1110 156 x 192 x 150 mm

CAI1210 156 x 285 x 150 mm

CAI2110 156 x 192 x 150 mm

CAI2210 156 x 284 x 150 mm

CAI2010 175 x 100 x 155 mm

CAI3000-IP
190 x 315 x 145 mm

Article number / dimensions (H x W x D)

silver (-0150)

Colours

bronze (-0151)
champagne (-0152)
black (-0156)
Functions

Camera control
Extended switching functions
Network connection
Redirection to mobile telephone
Direct call mobile telephone
Internal communication
Status indication
Special features
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IP telephone / android

Camera control

Extended switching functions

Network connection

Redirection to mobile telephone

Direct call mobile telephone

Internal communication

Access control

Status indication

Control your speed dome
camera via the CARUS indoor
station so that you can keep an
eye on everything.

Use your convenient CARUS indoor
station to control your lighting or to
operate your blinds. The possibilities are
virtually endless.

Have your door calls displayed on
your PC or notebook. Open your
doors to greet your visitors easily
with a click of the mouse.

Enables your door calls
to be redirected to your
mobile phone in your
absence.

Connect your CARUS to your
telephone system and dial an
external number directly via
the indoor station.

Use the door communication
infrastructure to communicate
inside your house, your office
or your practice.

The integrated code lock
and the integrated card reader
expand your door station to a stateof-the-art safety lock.

With simple extensions you can see
at a glance whether, for example,
all your windows are locked before
you leave the house.
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BRILLIANCE IN PERFECTION
CARUS ADAPTO
Audio / Video indoor station
The diamond is synonymous with value and quality. 		
It is changeless and unique and captivates with its surface
			

– like CARUS

devices.

MULTI-FACETED LIKE A DIAMOND
The CARUS ADAPTO series enchants through its multi-faceted presence. Give expression to your individuality with an elegant accessory
on your desk. As the name suggests, these devices meet your needs.
There is also the possibility of adding various control and display functions for direct fingertip access or LED display. Housing and keys are
made of high quality brushed aluminium (solid material). These devices are available in four different anodised colours (silver, champagne, bronze, black) and as a wall-mounted or table-top version.
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Champagne

Bronze

Silver

Black
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TREND-SETTING
CARUS Origo
Video indoor station

			The compass is an Instrument that points
		

Just like CARUS

			

the way.

devices – which combine indicatory

signals in a single instrument.

SETTING STANDARDS
Like a compass the CARUS ORIGO series points the way, and CARUS
sets new standards in design and technology. CARUS ORIGO is the
compact video version with comfort functions. With its sleek design
and an integrated display, CARUS ORIGO offers first-class video communication in a classic yet elegant design. In accordance with the
CARUS standard the housing is made of solid aluminium, the surface
of which is hand-finished with an elaborate structure.
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Champagne

Bronze

Silver

Black
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The face of communication consists not only of a dialogue

TOUCHING ALL OF THE SENSES
CARUS TAVOLA

through words and glances but also of the impulse of a simple touch.
Like CARUS

instruments, which appeal to all the senses.

Android IP telephone with integrated door communication and touch screen

INTUITIVE OPERATION
This IP telephone is based on the latest Gigaset pro technology

Interfaces: WLAN, DECT, HDMI, LAN, Bluetooth and HDMI.

and was optimised by us especially for the needs of door commu-

Also comes with wall bracket on request.

nication. In combination with its solid, refined base, fashioned in
the CARUS style, it blends seamlessly into the product family. In
combination with our IP door station ARGOS, TAVOLA is the perfect
modern door communication unit. Technically, this device offers a
multitude of features: 10.1 inch display, Android 4.2 operating system, video telephony in HD quality, including video conferencing
functions and telephone handset with DECT wireless technology

Silver

Black

for free and unrestricted movement.
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IMPORTANT WORKS FORM
THE ART OF COMMUNICATION.
A painting turns into an instrument of communication
between painter and viewer – like CARUS.
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CARUS outdoor stations are part of this.
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CARUS OUTDOOR STATIONS –
DETAILS IN THE WORK OF ART OF NATURE.
The durable CARUS door communication devices exalt the
qualities of natural and timeless architecture.

CARUS OUTDOOR STATIONS
CARUS outdoor stations offer comfort, more safety and blend
discreetly into almost all styles of architecture. CARUS outdoor
stations – enduring value made from a solid aluminium block in
a unique design.
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CARUS TRENDS FOR OUTDOORS.
Order number
Example:

Individual works of art with special features.

CARUS IRIS video outdoor station
with 3 door bell buttons in silver
Article number - colour
CAE2003 - 0150
Model

CARUS IRIS

CARUS IRIS

CARUS ARGOS

Type

Audio outdoor station

Video outdoor station

Video outdoor station

Article number / dimensions (H x W x D)

CAE100X 240 x 150 x 27 mm

CAE200X 330 x 150 x 27 mm

CAE3000-IP
343 x 192 x 13,5 mm
(51 mm incl. flush-mounted
housing)

180° camera

IP65

Colours

silver (-0150)
black (-0156)

Functions

Network connection
Redirection to mobile telephone
Direct call mobile telephone
Internal communication
Access control
Special features
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Camera control

Extended switching functions

Network connection

Redirection to mobile telephone

Direct call mobile telephone

Internal communication

Access control

Status indication

Control your speed dome
camera via the CARUS indoor
station so that you can keep an
eye on everything.

Use your convenient CARUS indoor
station to control your lighting or to
operate your blinds. The possibilities are
virtually endless.

Have your door calls displayed on
your PC or notebook. Open your
doors to greet your visitors easily
with a click of the mouse.

Enables your door calls
to be redirected to your
mobile phone in your
absence.

Connect your CARUS to your
telephone system and dial an
external number directly via
the indoor station.

Use the door communication
infrastructure to communicate
inside your house, your office
or your practice.

The integrated code lock
and the integrated card reader
expand your door station to a stateof-the-art safety lock.

With simple extensions you can see
at a glance whether, for example,
all your windows are locked before
you leave the house.
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VISION & ELEGANCE
CARUS IRIS

There are moments that change elements
		of communication into works

of art.

Audio/ Video outdoor station with a secure 180° field of vision

THE HIGHLIGHT IN YOUR ENTRANCE AREA
With the CARUS IRIS outdoor station we bring vision and elegance in
front of your door. The surface-mounted housings are made of solid
aluminium. The design features a clear, geometric, formal idiom, highquality surface finishes and an innovative sound aperture with very
high tone quality. A twilight sensor controls the discrete lighting. These
devices are available in 2 colours as audio and video versions.
Silver
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Black
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NATURAL PERFECTION
CARUS ARGOS
Audio/ Video outdoor station with a natural design language

Art works of nature – it is their design language
which we perceive as beautiful.

ELEGANT AND CHARMING
CARUS ARGOS was designed as an outdoor station for both sophisticated residential property and commercial use. The name of the resident
is chosen via a bright 5.7 inch LCD display with intuitive touch screen
operation. High-quality echo suppression is used for natural reproduction. The video recording is made using a 100° camera with a 2 mega
pixel CMOS sensor. CARUS ARGOS can also be used for access control. It has both an integrated RFID reader and a combination lock. The

Silver

Black

initial screen can be individually adapted to customer requirements.
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CARUS is a brand name of
TCS TürControlSysteme AG
Designmanufaktur Adelheid
Adelheid 41 | 78098 Triberg
Germany
Tel: +49 7722 - 91 77 22
Fax: +49 7722 - 91 77 18
info@carus-concepts.com
www.carus-concepts.com

